NYC Lifestyle

Best New Shows to Stream

As streaming services
continue to replace
traditional American media,
the constant wave of new
shows and limited series can
be overwhelming. To help
you navigate the best of the
best, we’ve put together a list
of some of the most talked
about new series on the most
popular streaming networks.

Clickbait | Netflix

Nine Perfect Strangers | Hulu

This Netflix limited series, Clickbait,
features eight bingeworthy episodes
starring Entourage actor, Adrian
Grenier. The American-Australian
drama follows family man, Nick
Brewer, and his entanglement in a
dangerous online game that leads him
to being kidnapped. The show takes
you through his family’s efforts to save
him and find out why he was taken.

Based on The New York Times
bestseller by Liane Moriarty, Nine
Perfect Strangers follows nine
individuals on a health and wellness
journey at a resort called Tranquilum
House, but there’s a twist. Instead of
finding enlightenment the strangers
find themselves mistrusting Masha,
the woman leading the retreat, played
by Nicole Kidman.

The Chair | Netflix

Only Murders in the Building | Hulu

From the creators of Game of Thrones,
The Chair is a dramedy about a woman
who is appointed chair of the English
department at a prestigious university.
Sandra Oh plays the role of Ji-Yoon
Kim the university’s first woman of
color to lead the school. Dive into the
life of Ji-Yoon as she navigates the
typical campus culture wars, budding
romance and complicated home life
with a sense of humor.

This star-studded show is a must watch
for anyone who loves comedy and true
crime podcasts. In Only Murders in the
Building, Steve Martin, Selena Gomez
and Martin Short find that their passion
for true crime becomes all too real
when they get caught up in a murder
investigation. Despite the theme of
crime, the series takes a silly approach
and features more celebrities like Tina
Fey, Sting and others.
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Sweet Life: Los Angeles | HBO Max

Modern Love Season Two | Amazon Prime Video

Sweet Life: Los Angeles is an unscripted series
that follows a group of Black friends in South Los
Angeles as they face the challenges that come
with approaching their 20s, from relationships to
careers and more. The series is the latest from Issa
Rae, creator of the award-winning scripted series
Insecure, and offers a fresh perspective on what it
means to be young and Black in Los Angeles.

Inspired by the iconic New York Times column,
Modern Love returns to Amazon Prime Video for a
second season! If you’re looking for some feel-good
content to elevate your mood, this is the show to
watch. Each episode is inspired by a real-life story
submitted to the column. Actors like Kit Harrington,
Anna Paquin and more show how love comes in
many forms.

Ted Lasso | Apple TV +

Life Below Zero: Next Generation | Disney+

The most talked about comedy of the season,
Ted Lasso, already has 20 nominations for the 2021
Emmy Awards. The first season aired in August of
2020 and season two premiered last month with
weekly installments to continue throughout
September. Jason Sudeikis plays Ted Lasso, an
American football coach who is hired to lead a British
soccer team. Despite his complete lack of knowledge
on how to coach a soccer team, Lasso faces the
challenge head on with humor and optimism.

A spin-off of the original National Geographic show,
Life Below Zero: Next Generation follows a new group
of individuals who leave their modern lives to embark
on a journey facing the harsh Alaskan wilderness. The
series showcases the challenges cast members face
on the frozen terrain.

